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ABSTRACT The world population will drastically increase in the future, particularly in
Asia, Africa, and Latin America. Even in Europe, where some cities are experiencing a
negative growth rate, on the whole the population will steadily increase. In Australia
and Canada, as well, population will steadily increase, although in the United States
the growth rate will be higher because of the influx of immigrants and natural growth.
Thus, the threat of overpopulation is looming over the entire world. It is expected that
the urban population will almost double in the coming 40 years: it will increase from
3.5 billion in 2010 to 6.5 billion in 2050 worldwide (United Nations, 2007). The migration
of the rural population to cities is a major cause of this increase. People want to move where
there are other people, din and bustle, a flurry of activities, social and recreational services,
and above all employment opportunities. Once people get used to urban living, they rarely
go back to the country side.

Therefore, urban planners, architects, developers, social scientists, and political
leaders have to ask the following hard questions:

. What can be done with existing cities in order to accommodate the increase in the urban
population?

. How should cities be regenerated; and how can new cities be built?

. Can cities expand laterally without sprawling and destroying valuable agricultural land?

. Will a vertical expansion be a viable option?

This paper examines these questions by studying tall buildings and associated tech-
nological developments, and their impact on cities. It first provides an historical account
on the early development of tall buildings. Next, it examines visionary tall building pro-
jects proposed by architects and urban planners from various parts of the world. Then, the
paper engages the reader in a discussion on the issue of height limit from economic, tech-
nological, and ego perspectives. The paper closes by emphasizing the significant role of tall
and supertall buildings in twenty-first-century cities.

The Development of Tall Buildings

History and Traditions

Upon reviewing the relatively recent past of cities, Chicago was destined to be the
birthplace of tall buildings, immediately followed by New York. For centuries, the
Great Pyramid of Giza was, at 480ft (146m), the world’s tallest structure, finally to
be eclipsed by several medieval European cathedrals. In 1884, the Washington Monu-
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ment at 555ft (169m) became the tallest structure. These structures had stone walls
and were not necessarily tall buildings that were inhabited by humans. The greatest
engineering challenge to building tall was to contain the forces of gravity and wind.

During the first half of the nineteenth century, the largest buildings in the
United States were hotels, prisons, and the capitol buildings in each state, built
after the construction of the U.S. Capitol Building in Washington, D.C. Many nine-
teenth-century American architects went to Paris for training and education and
brought back with them ideas that were incorporated into their architecture. In
Paris, the Eiffel Tower at 984ft. in 1889 was surely a catalyst and remarkable archi-
tectural and engineering masterpiece. The United States also exported cultural
and architectural ideas and developments to Europe that included the tall build-
ing, a clearly American innovation.

The steel-framed structure of the Home Insurance Building is generally
recognized as the first skyscraper, built in Chicago in 1885. Electric elevators
that replaced original steam lifts by E. G. Otis, and new foundation systems to
carry heavy building loads were all technological factors that contributed to the
reconstruction of the city after the Great Fire of 1871. An increase in the commer-
cial growth, in conjunction with a creative and active architectural community, led
to a flurry of construction activities. This resulted in the emergence of tall build-
ings as a new building type.

A series of tall buildings that were tall and big at the time of their construction
were built at the turn of the twentieth century. These included the Wainwright
Building of 1890 in St. Louis, the Guaranty Building of 1895 in Buffalo,
New York, and the Reliance Building of 1895 in Chicago. This trend continued
in New York with the Flat Iron Building of 1903, continuing to the Chrysler Build-
ing of 1930, and the Empire State Building of 1931. Following a pause in construc-
tion during the Great Depression and the Second World War years, tall building
construction re-appeared in Chicago (Beedle et al., 2007).

In 1926 Frank Lloyd Wright developed a series of drawings called “Skyscra-
per Regulation,” after his visit to New York (Schipporeit, 2000). In these drawings,
he offered his concept of accepting the grid and planning several city blocks
together. He created a second-level bridging over the streets for pedestrians and
provided landscaped gardens and terraces on horizontal surfaces. Parking and
commercial and retail services were placed within the base of the towers that
were integrated with vegetation. This was an attempt by him to make sense out
of the city before he embraced the idea of spreading the city out.

Immense progress was made in the development of tall buildings after the
Second World War, first in the United States and then by the Pacific Rim countries,
parts of Europe, and the Middle East. Although technology has advanced and the
architectural style of tall buildings has changed, their architectural planning
concept of stacking a series of floors vertically and achieving spatial efficiencies
by increasing the net-to-gross floor area has remained the same (Kostof, 1995).
Despite architecturally ambitious thinking and technological and structural inno-
vation, the focus of these buildings has remained on economic viability, and tech-
nological and constructional capabilities (Yeang, 2002).

The Contemporary Urban Transformation

The urban landscape represented by tall buildings in New York and Chicago, and
to a much lesser extent followed by Houston and some other U.S. cities, reigned
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supreme with the supertall buildings like the Empire State Building, the John
Hancock Center, the World Trade Center, and the Sears Tower. The tallest building
of the world, until 1998, was the 1,454ft (443m) high Sears Tower (renamed Willis
Tower) in Chicago. That title was stripped by the Petronas Towers in Kuala
Lumpur standing at 1,483ft (452m) following a decision by the Council on Tall
Buildings and Urban Habitat. Soon after, in 2004, Taipei 101 in Taipei surpassed
the Petronas Towers by soaring to a height of 1,670ft (509m) to become the
world’s tallest building. A number of tall buildings have also been built in Shang-
hai, notably the Jin Mao Tower and the World Financial Center.

The development of tall buildings in the Pacific Rim countries truly began in
Hong Kong and, to a lesser extent, in Singapore. Hong Kong has many similarities
with New York: both are land-starved and surrounded by water; both are port
cities with perfect harbors; both were transformed from colonial outposts to
important cities of international trade and commerce; and, both cities, as a
result, had a large population. (See Figure 1.) Considering all these factors, they
consequently embraced tall buildings as their dominant building type. Begun in
the 1970s, the “Manhattanization” of Hong Kong was complete by the end of
the twentieth century. Today, both Hong Kong and New York are identified by
their vertical architecture.

Hong Kong has surpassed New York in most areas of urbanism: population
density, number of tall buildings, and the effectiveness of mass transportation.
This is despite the fact that many of the notions of American architects envisioned
earlier materialized in Hong Kong many years later. These are exemplified by
several recent projects such as the 118-story International Commerce Center,
2010, in which tower blocks are linked by high-speed public transportation and
elevated pedestrians’ ways. (See Figure 2.) Hong Kong has, to its credit, other
urban forms like mixed-use towers, tall residential buildings, and vertical malls.

Hong Kong has a special cityscape with a highly urbanized area along the
Victoria Harbor that is set against a mountain background. This has created a
unique identity for the city. Hong Kong’s Metroplan of 1991 influenced the for-
mation of stepped-building heights to achieve visual setbacks from the waterfront
areas, main roads, and principal view corridors (Dupré, 2008). Other Asian cities
where major urban transformations are taking place are Shanghai, China; Kuala

Figure 1. Hong Kong buildable land is limited because it is situated between steep mountains and
water bodies. Consequently, vertical density is employed throughout.

Drawing by K. Al-Kodmany
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Lumpur, Malaysia; and Taipei, Taiwan. All four of these urban giants departed
from the Manhattanization of cities that became prevalent prior to this time, by
recognizing and incorporating elements of local culture and symbols in their
design (Ferriss, 1986).

The Jin Mao Tower in Shanghai set a new trend for skyscraper design in the
Far East. It demonstrated that the city’s cultural history can be reflected clearly in
the design of a modern skyscraper. Its modular structural system, high-tech com-
munications systems, efficient vertical transportation system, etc., together with
cultural imprints on the iconic building, set new standards in tall building con-
struction and facilitated the design of the Taipei 101 by expanding upon the
ideas underlying the design criteria of an exemplary modern structure.

Shanghai has grown faster than almost any other major city in the last two
decades. As of this writing, its population has swelled to 22 million which
includes migrant workers. Area wise, the city has grown from 40 sq miles (100
sq km) in 1992 to 300 sq miles (770 sq km) as a result of increasing population
and rapid urbanization and development.

The city’s skyscrapers rival those of New York, Chicago, and Hong Kong.
Along with the emergence of skyscrapers, the city has built a Maglev train line
and is planning for a large number of subway lines that will integrate the city’s
tall buildings with the city’s transportation infrastructure. Pudong, a new area
that is Shanghai’s flagship development zone, has a large number of tall buildings
and is a magnet for attracting business centers, offices, etc. of financial organiz-
ations including international ones. China’s tallest building, the Shanghai
Tower that will rise 2,074ft (632m), is poised to be completed in 2014 and will
stand alongside the Shanghai World Financial Center—presently the tallest in

Figure 2. The International Commerce Center. A 118 floor, 484m (1,588ft) skyscraper completed in 2010
in West Kowloon, Hong Kong.

Drawing by K. Al-Kodmany
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China—and the Jin Mao Tower. This 121-story “twisting” skyscraper will be a sus-
tainable building using green technologies. (See Figure 3.)

Another city of enormous growth in recent times is Dubai, the most populous
city of the United Arab Emirates. The earliest skyscraper was the 489ft (149m)
Dubai World Trade Center of 1979. The first tall and iconic building that caught
the world’s attention was the sail-shaped 1,053ft (321m) Burj Al Arab of 1999.

Following this, a construction boom started in Dubai and since 2005, the city
entered into an era of skyscraper boom with a large number of high-rise buildings.
However, the most remarkable skyscraper is the Burj Khalifa rising to about
2,717ft (828m), the construction of which was completed in 2010 and surpassed
the record of the 1,163ft (355m) Emirates Tower of 2000 as the tallest building
in Dubai. The Burj Khalifa supertower has assumed the title of the world’s
tallest building, exceeding the height of the 1,670ft (509m) Taipei 101 of 2004,
and the tallest freestanding CN Tower in Toronto, Canada that rises to 1,815ft
(553m). (See Figure 4.)

The race for height continues. Other cities planning remarkable tall buildings
in the Middle East are Abu Dhabi (UAE), Riyad and Jeddah (Saudi Arabia), and
Kuwait City (Kuwait). The common thread in all these developments is a city’s
accumulation of wealth and prestige, and its becoming an integral part of the

Figure 3. Planned to reach 632m (2,073ft) height, the 128-story Shanghai Tower, under construction,
will surpass its neighbors, the 88-story Jin Mao Tower (420m/1379ft) and the 101-story Shanghai World

Financial Center (492m/1614ft).
Drawing by K. Al-Kodmany
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global and regional economy. In fact, Dubai has assumed the title of commercial
headquarters of the world. The free trade and investment policies, as well as
easy residency requirements, have made Dubai an attractive business and finan-
cial center of the world. Even though there is a certain level of diversity in this
regional design trend, one common theme is that they are producing contextual
architecture. These new post-modern and pluralistic designs that move from a
modern architecture that promoted glass-box buildings have been coupled with
computer software for structural analysis, have employed computer-aided draft-
ing, and have combined with a cultural awakening that has resulted in a unique,
place-specific architecture.

Tall Buildings and Recession

Although the year 2008 marked the beginning of a global economic crisis, it wit-
nessed extensive high-rise construction and was labeled a “bumper year for sky-
scrapers” (Oldfield and Wood, 2009). Geographically speaking, the tallest ten
buildings completed in 2008 reinforce the prevailing trend that Asia and the
Middle East are becoming the centers of high-rise construction globally. Of the 10
tallest buildings on the 2008 list, six are located in Asia (all in China) and three in
the Middle East (all in Dubai) (Oldfield and Wood, 2009).

The year 2009 continued the high-rise construction boom. It was a successful
year for the American high-rise. During 2009, the United States constructed three
of the world’s five tallest buildings: the Trump International Hotel & Tower in
Chicago (tallest at 423m/1,389ft); Bank of America Tower in New York (second

Figure 4. Completed in 2010 and standing at height of 828m (2,717ft) the163-story Burj Khalifa is the
world’s tallest building.

Courtesy of Adrian Smith + Gordon Gill Architecture
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tallest at 365m/1,198ft); and Aqua in Chicago (fifth tallest at 262m/858ft). Chicago
is also home to more tall buildings above 200m (656ft) completed in 2009 than any
other city in the world; five such towers opened in Chicago in 2009, while no more
than three such buildings opened in any other city worldwide. However, Asia, in
particular China, remains the center of the world’s tall building construction. Over
50 percent of all buildings 200m (656ft) high or taller completed in 2009 were in
Asia, with some 36 percent in China alone (CTBUH, 2010).

Despite a continuing economic recession, the year 2010 was the most active in
the history of skyscrapers. The height and volume of high-rises continued to
increase. CTBUH data show that 66 buildings with a height of 200+ meters
(656ft) were constructed in 2010—exceeding the previous record of 48 buildings
completed in 2007. On January 4, 2010, Dubai celebrated the grand opening of
the world’s tallest building, Burj Khalifa. Some other notable buildings completed
in 2010 are the Nanjing Greenland Financial Center (450m/1476ft) in Seoul, South
Korea; Index (326m/1070ft) and HHHR Tower (318m/1042ft) in Dubai, United
Arab Emirates; and the Capitol City Moscow Tower (302m/989ft) in Moscow,
Russia (CTBUH, 2011).

Based on CTBUH annual data, Tables 1 through 5 compare the tallest build-
ings completed in 2006 and 2007, before the recession, with the tallest building
completed in 2008, 2009, and 2010 during recession. The comparison suggests a
continuity of construction and an increase in building heights.

Visionary Skyscrapers

Visionary skyscrapers are the products of human imagination stretched to its
extreme boundary. While tall buildings were already in place by the late nineteenth
century, their scale and style evolved along functional and eclectic lines within the
bounds of available technology. Architects were cautious to proceed slowly and
gradually with the design of this new building type for cities. Undoubtedly, sky-
scrapers inspired the imagination of architects and the public alike.

A large number of visionary towers were proposed in the late twentieth
century. Many of these are envisioned for East Asian cities like Tokyo, Shanghai,
and Hong Kong, and later visionary towers were proposed for Middle Eastern

Table 1: The ten tallest buildings completed in 2006

Building Name Location Height (m/ft) Floor Count

1 Nina Tower 1 Hong Kong 319/1,046 80
2 Aspire Tower Doha, Qatar 300/984 51
3 Eureka Tower Melbourne,

Australia
296/970 92

4 Millennium Tower Dubai, UAE 285/935 61
5 Diwang International Chamber of

Commerce
Nanning, China 276/906 58

6 Dapeng International Plaza Guangzhou, China 263/863 60
7 New Century Plaza Tower A Nanjing, China 255/837 52
8 Midland Square Nagoya, Japan 247/810 47
9 Al Fattan Tower Dubai, UAE 245/804 54

10 Oasis Beach Tower Dubai, UAE 245/804 54

Source: CTBUH.
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and American cities. The prime East Asian cities, such as Tokyo, Shanghai, and
Hong Kong are land-starved cities with a very high population density. For
example, Tokyo has a population of about 35 million so there is a real need for
towers rising vertically to the clouds. Japan led the way for the visionary
towers of the late twentieth century. The country had its particular reasons that
were not necessarily applicable elsewhere at the time. The unlimited investments
in construction and urbanization during the economic bubble years, between 1985
and 1995, motivated Japanese architects and society to face new realities. This was
the era of accelerated architecture and urbanism to address population pressure in
the atmosphere of rapid economic growth that came to an end subsequently
when the economic bubble burst. During this peak period, Japanese architects
reached the high point of their creativity and produced world-class architec-
ture—not necessarily related to tall visionary towers exclusively. Because the
population of the city stabilized to a large extent and the fact that such enormous
urban icons demanded the speculative investment of large amounts of money, it
was difficult to find developers to implement such risk-ridden projects.
Megastructures, like those representing cities in the sky, are directly linked to

Table 2: The ten tallest buildings completed in 2007

Building Name Location Height (m/ft) Floor Count

1 Rose Rotana Tower Dubai, UAE 333/1093 72
2 New York Times Tower New York, USA 319/1046 52
3 China International Tower

Center Tower B
Guangzhou, China 269/884 62

4 Naberezhnaya Tower C Moscow, Russia 268/881 59
5 Hotel Panorama Hong Kong, China 261/856 64
6 Dubai Towers 1 Manama, Bahrain 260/853 57
7 Dubai Towers 2 Manama, Bahrain 260/853 57
8 Emirates Marina Serviced

Apartments & Spa
Dubai, UAE 254/832 63

9 Park Tower, Yintai Center Beijing, China 250/820 63
10 Mid-Town Tower Tokyo, Japan 248/813 54

Source: CTBUH.

Table 3: Ten tallest buildings completed in 2008

Building Name Location Height (m/ft) Floor Count

1 Shanghai World Financial
Center

Shanghai, China 492/1614 101

2 Almas Tower Dubai, UAE 363/1191 68
3 Minsheng Bank Building Wunhan, China 331/1087 68
4 The Address Downtown

Burj Dubai
Dubai, UAE 306/1004 63

5 One Island East Hong Kong, China 298/979 69
6 Comcast Center Philadelphia, USA 297/974 57
7 Emirates Crown Dubai, UAE 296/971 63
8 The Cullinan I Hong Kong, China 270/886 68
9 The Cullinan II Hong Kong, China 270/886 68

10 One Lujiazui Shanghai, China 269/883 51

Source: CTBUH.
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megacities. Although visionary towers, such as those described below, are not
economically feasible at present, they may provide ideas for possible future con-
siderations (Beedle et al., 2007).

The Bionic Tower. Celaya, Pioz & Cervera Architects proposed the Bionic
Tower Vertical City project, a city in the sky, to be built to a height of 3,700ft
(1,128m) that could accommodate 100,000 occupants and many services. The pro-
spective client for this project was the City of Shanghai. (See Figure 5.)

Sky City 1000. Takenaka Company of Japan proposed the Sky City 1000 tower,
co-developed with Shizuo Harada of ESCO Co. Ltd. This tower is a proposal for a
3,280ft (1,000m) high vertical city that can house 36,000 residents and 100,000
workers. It is a megastructure that combines the functions of the city with a
natural environment created by ample green space. (See Figure 6.)

Holonic Tower. This proposal is also by Takenaka Company. It is a 1,968ft
(600m) tall megastructure that is intended to function for 500 years. To be sustain-
able, a building of the twenty-first century must effectively use materials, starting
with the planning stage. This visionary tower is a super, multi-facility building
with vast green areas at the base of the tower that uses extensive energy conserva-
tion and recycling systems to reduce its impact on the environment. It will func-
tion as a stage for urban life in the twenty-first century. (See Figure 7.)

Table 4: Ten tallest buildings completed in 2009

Building Name Location Height (m/ft) Floor Count

1 Trump International Tower Chicago, USA 423/1389 98
2 Bank of America Tower New York, USA 365/1198 54
3 China World Trade Center III Beijing, China 330/1084 74
4 Arraya Center Office Tower Kuwait City, Kuwait 300/984 60
5 Aqua Chicago, USA 262/858 87
6 Al Fardan Residences Doha, Qatar 253/830 64
7 Shanghai IFC Shanghai, China 250/820 58
8 Runhua International Building Wuxi, China 248/814 48
9 Hongdu International Plaza Wuxi, China 248/814 55

10 Xinjiekou Department Store
Phase II

Nanjing, China 240/787 60

Source: CTBUH.

Table 5: Ten tallest buildings completed in 2010

Building Name Location Height (m/ft) Floor Count

1 Burj Khalifa Dubai, UAE 828/2,717 163
2 International Commerce Centre Hong Kong 484/1,588 108
3 Nanjing Greenland Financial Center Nanjing, China 450/1,476 89
4 Guangzhou International Finance Center Guangzhou, China 438/1,435 103
5 The Index Dubai, UAE 326/1,070 80
6 HHHR Tower Dubai, UAE 318/1,042 72
7 Ocean Heights Dubai, UAE 310/1,017 83
8 Capital City Moscow Tower Moscow, Russia 302/989 67
9 Sky Tower Abu Dhabi, UAE 292/959 74

10 Excellence Century Plaza Tower 1 Shenzhen, China 288/945 60

Source: CTBUH.
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Millennium Tower. This visionary structure, designed for Tokyo by Foster and
Partners in collaboration with Arup and Partners, is a 170-story mixed-use tower
that will rise 2,756ft (840m). It is shaped like a cone and employs a helical steel
cage as an aesthetic and structural solution. Its circular, tapered form provides a
very stable structure as a response to destabilizing wind forces. (See Figure 8.)

The Ultima Tower. This tower was designed by Tsui Design Research for
San Francisco Bay. It is intended to house one million people. It has a tapered
form following logarithmic curves that reduce the effect of weight and prevent
failure of the structure under its own weight, in addition to reducing the effect
of wind forces. It rises to 10,560ft (3,219m) and has a diameter of 6,000ft
(1,829m) at its base. The program is organized around a vertical landscape with
lakes and streams. The intention is to recreate the physical environment of the
city within the megatower. This vertical city is made up of residential, office, com-
mercial, retail, and entertainment components. Emphasis is placed on sustainabil-
ity principles in which the exterior will be sheathed with photovoltaics for energy
production, and recycled building materials will be used. An abundance of plant
life and water-based ecosystems will also be provided. To disperse sunlight
throughout the building, a hollow mirrored core is employed which stabilizes
the tower. (See Figure 9.)

Shimizu TRY 2004. This is a futuristic proposal for a floating megastructure
located in Tokyo Bay, Japan. It will virtually be a “city in a pyramid.” It stands
twelve times higher than the Great Pyramid of Giza in Egypt at 6,574ft (2,004m)
tall with an area of 3 sq miles (7.7 sq km) at the base. It will warrant strong lightweight

Figure 5. The Bionic Tower is a proposed vertical city in Shanghai. It mainly comprises a tower of
1,228 m (4,029ft) high, with 300 stories housing approximately 100,000 people.

Source: Courtesy of Mir Ali
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materials and advanced construction technology. The building consists of 55 smaller
pyramids that are stacked and arranged in a series of eight layers within the 34.4 sq
miles (88 sq km) of grass area. The first four layers would house office, commercial,
and residential functions. The upper four layers would serve as research and leisure
space. In total, there would be 240,000 housing units to accommodate 750,000
occupants. There would also be enough office space and commercial facilities to
employ 800,000 people. The transportation systems inside the building include
accelerated walkways, inclined elevators, and a personal rapid transport system
consisting of automated individual pods that can travel within the trusses, which
will be coated with photovoltaic film to produce energy. (See Figure 10.)

X-Seed 4000. This is another truly visionary megatower project proposed in
1995 for Tokyo, Japan by Taisei Construction Corporation. The structure would
soar to 13,123ft (4,000m), going beyond Mount Fuji in height, which inspired its
form. This structural giant could potentially accommodate 500,000 to one
million residents within the 800 floors, with 26 sq miles (67 sq km) of space.
Similar to the Shimizu Mega-City Pyramid of technology, the materials, etc. for
this off-the-chart mega-project are challenges for the future engineers and archi-
tects. (See Figures 11 and 12.)

Figure 6. The proposed Sky City 1000 rises to 1000 meters . The vertical city will contain commercial
facilities, offices, residences, schools, theatres, greenery, etc.

Source: Adopted from ,http://www.fgautron.com/weblog/archives/2007/09/07/visions-dun-tokyo-
vertical/.
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NOAH. The New Orleans Arcology Habitat is a proposed floating vertical city
that will accommodate 20,000 residential units, three hotels and 1,500 timeshare
units; commercial space, parking for 8,000 cars; cultural spaces; public works;
schools; an administrative office; and a health care facility. The rational is that
through its floating base and perforated structure, NOAH can withstand the hur-
ricanes and winds that have ravaged the city in the past. Also, NOAH will
embrace a set of eco-friendly features including an internal electric transport
system that will replace cars, hence creating a zero-carbon environment. It will
also include wind turbines, fresh water recovery and storage systems, a passive
glazing system, sky gardens, grey water treatment, solar panels, and river-
based water turbines. (See Figure 13.)

BoA. BoA, short for Boston Arcology, is another proposed floating vertical city
in Boston’s harbor. It is designed by Kevin Schopfer, who designed NOAH, and
will accommodate 15,000 people in hotels, offices, retail spaces, museums, condo-

Figure 7. The proposed 600m 120-story Holonic Tower is a mixed use tower that accommodates spaces
for hotel, residence, commercial facilities, offices, schools. The tower incorporates voids in order to

allow natural light and refreshing breeze to pass through, providing an attractive and healthy living
environment.

Source: Courtesy of Mir Ali
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miniums, and a city hall. It is positioned perpendicular to the waterfront in order
to minimize blocking desirable waterfront views. The proposed transportation
system includes elevators and moving walkways in order to support a ped-
estrian-friendly environment. BoA is designed to meet the LEED gold standards,
so it employs a wide range of sustainable design features including: sky gardens
every 30 floors, wind turbines, solar panels and harbor based water turbines, a
fresh water recovery system, greywater recycling, and passive glazing system
that provides natural daylight. (See Figure 14.)

Ziggurat. Gigantic eco pyramid, dubbed Ziggurat after the ancient ziggurats
of Mesopotamia, is a proposed vertical city that will accommodate one million
people. It will cover 2.3 square kilometers, and stand 1.2 kilometers in height. It
is designed to be capable of running completely off the grid by utilizing steam,
wind, and other natural resources. Similar to the NOAH and BoA, it will
feature an efficient public transportation system that runs both horizontally and
vertically. It will be self-sustained by harnessing wind and solar power collected

Figure 8. The Millennium Tower. Designed by Norman Foster, it is a 170-floor, 840 meters high tower
that was proposed to be built in Tokyo Bay. The cone-shaped pyramid is aerodynamic to reduce wind

stress. Helical bands wrap around the tower for structural support since the Bay is subject to
earthquakes. Water tanks atop the tower can be rotated as a counterweight against wind.

Source: Courtesy of Mir Ali
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through photovoltaic cell panels on the pyramid’s exterior. Steam generated from
the solar power will be piped from the ground level to the uppermost heights of
the pyramid’s interior and then released, instantly turning into rain that irrigates
garden and agricultural lands underneath. This feature will make the model
attractive for a place that lacks rain. The Ziggurat will also use a biometrics
(facial and fingerprint scanning) security system. (See Figure 15.)

Technological Innovations and Breakthroughs

Tall buildings have always relied on technological innovations in materials and
scientific advancements. Technological breakthroughs in areas such as structural
systems, foundations, elevators, fluorescent lights, fire protection, air condition-
ing, new materials, etc., coupled with the latest digital revolution, have incremen-
tally molded the form, height, architectural design, and functions of tall buildings.
Today the focus continues to be on new technologies and materials that exhibit
enhanced properties.

Figure 9. The Ultima Tower is a proposed 2-miles tall structure that comprises 500 stories of total
1,500,000,000 square feet (140,000,000m2). It is designed to house 1 million people in San Francisco Bay

at an estimated cost of US$150 billion.
Drawing by K. Al-Kodmany
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Recent developments in materials, information technology, intelligent build-
ing systems, and sustainability are reshaping the built environment. Smart
materials, innovative structural systems, new technologies in HVAC systems,
and other advancements will undoubtedly affect the design process and inte-
gration of future skyscrapers. Increased emphasis will be placed on providing
safe, healthy, and comfortable living and working conditions in large skyscrapers
accommodating thousands of people.

It is clear that the structural system to support supertall buildings of enor-
mous scale is no longer a major impediment in building to great heights. As we
have seen, the range of heights of recently proposed megatowers range from
the 1,968ft (600m) high Holonic Tower to the 13,123ft (4,000m) tall X-Seed 4000.
A building height of 1,670ft (509m) by Taipei 101 and of 2,717ft (828m) by Burj
Khalifa, have already been reached. There are some other projects of greater
height being considered by others.

A principal reason why architects and engineers can construct supertall
towers is computing power. As computing became faster using digital technology,

Figure 10. The proposed Shimizu TRY 2004 is designed to accommodate 0.75million people. The
structural system is based on futuristic super-strong lightweight materials based on carbon nanotubes.
Source: Adopted from ,http://www.fgautron.com/weblog/archives/2007/09/07/visions-dun-tokyo-

vertical/.
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it is now possible to try out alternatives before selecting the optimal solution.
Coupled with this is the fast pace of construction. Today in a concrete tower,
floor erection time could be as short as three days, which was unthinkable a
few decades ago. This is possible because of improved construction techniques,
including better concrete blending and more powerful pumps.

Figure 11. X-seed 4000, proposed by the Taisei Corporation, is a 4 km (2.485miles) height, and 6 km
(3.728miles) wide sea-base structure. It contains 800 floors that could accommodate up to one

million inhabitants.
Drawing by K. Al-Kodmany

Figure 12. X-seed 4000 is the tallest ever envisioned structure. The image compares the height of the
proposed X-seed 4000 to that of Burj Dubai (renamed Burj Khailfa).

, http://forums.civfanatics.com/showthread.php?t=414453.
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Sustainable skyscrapers will continue to be built. Steel, as a material, may be
viewed in poor light because of its high embodied energy during manufacture and
low thermal performance. It can, however, be recycled almost indefinitely, thereby
retaining the embodied energy for many generations. More steel members, if
fabricated of uniform length, can be readily dismantled and re-used for future

Figure 13. NOAH. A proposed sustainable eco-urban Arcology (architecture and ecology) structure
that could theoretically accommodate New Orleans’ future residents. It is a floating 1200-foot city that

could withstand the area’s well-known severe hurricanes.
Source: Courtesy of TRANGAM 3DS

Figure 14. Designed by E. Kevin Schopfer, the Boston Arcology (BOA) is intended to provide safe
environment from rising oceans to 15,000 people. The vertical floating city will accommodate hotels,

offices, retail, museums, condominiums and a city hall.
Source: Courtesy of TRANGAM 3DS
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construction. Concrete, on the other hand, is low on embodied energy during
preparation but the production of cement involves emission of carbon dioxide,
a harmful greenhouse gas. Facades of skyscrapers have lately been designed for
sustainable buildings by providing double skins, and occasionally triple skins,
with innovative ventilation systems. Double-skin facades with argon-filled cav-
ities, triple glazing, and glass coatings can increase the thermal insulating
U-values. The penalty suffered in increased embodied energy of the materials
involved to increase the U-values of facades is often paid back in reduced
energy consumption over the life of the building. Air tightness of the façade is a
major issue for green tall buildings where pressure differentials from higher
winds at the top of a building can cause problems with controlling internal temp-
eratures and drafts. Also, photovoltaic cells, solar panels, wind turbines, etc., are
being used in recent tall buildings. These developments are likely to continue in
the future as renewable sources of energy (Al-Kodmany, 2010). Energy harnessing
damping systems capturing a tall building’s motion during wind or earthquakes
could some day be a promising solution.

A major transformation is likely to occur for skyscrapers in the realm of smart
materials. These materials are characterized by those that have enhanced physical
properties and can be modified to have better performances than ordinary
materials. Advances in physical sciences have led to a new understanding of
changeable materials, particularly those compromising the acoustical, luminous,
and thermal environments of buildings. Smart materials can be classified as piezo-
electric, electrostrictive, magnetostrictive, electrorheological, shape memory
alloys, fiber optic sensors, etc. (Ali and Zisko-Aksamija, 2007). Additional future
research will make these materials readily available in a cost-effective manner.

A smart structure is an electronically enhanced, non-biological, physical fra-
mework that has a definite purpose, means, and imperative to achieve that
purpose and a biological pattern of functioning. Smart materials constitute a
subset, or components of a smart structure. The structure functions in such a way
to mimic the functions of a biological organism and adapts to changing conditions
in the environment. We will see more applications of smart structures utilizing
smart materials in future tall buildings.

Figure 15. Ziggurat eco-pyramid, Dubai. The proposed design is a carbon-neutral super-structure,
capable of running completely off the grid by utilizing steam, wind, and other natural resources. It

covers 2.3 square kilometers and is designed to accommodate one million people.
Drawing by K. Al-Kodmany
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More recent developments in materials, information technology, intelligent
building systems, and environmentally conscious design are reforming the built
environment. Increased emphasis will be placed on providing safe, healthy, and
comfortable living and working conditions in future skyscrapers that will accom-
modate thousands of people employing innovative structural systems, new
HVAC technologies, innovative internal transportation modes, and intelligent
building technologies. Use of new composite materials, carbon fiber, and nanoma-
terials for future construction projects to produce strong and light structures will
become more and more popular. Nanoskyscrapers employing heat-reflecting
paints, heat-absorbing switchable windows, hydrophobic coatings, polymer
optical fiber lighting, embedded sensors, etc. are expected to be built in the
twenty-first century (Beedle et al., 2007). Two relatively new and synergistic tech-
nologies have the potential to transform the way materials are developed and
have the potential for revolutionary implications of construction materials.
These technologies are the discovery and utilization of carbon nanotubes and
the increasing practicality of modeling materials at the molecular level, which
in combination may facilitate the development of materials over the next
several decades.

Carbon Tower is an innovative skyscraper, based on textile technology, pro-
posed by Peter Testa Architects. Testa is convinced that skyscrapers, as designed
today, do not function well from the standpoint of the environment or the organ-
ization of the workplace. He contends that skyscrapers that are not designed with
sustainability in mind, do not use natural resources efficiently, and are unreliable
for humans in a structural crisis as well. The proposed building’s innovations
open up the potential for a new organic minimalist aesthetic—a building whose
surface and structure are one and the same.

A prototype 40-story cylindrical skyscraper made entirely of composite
materials and carbon fiber, has been researched by Testa. Every major element
in the building, including the floors and the exterior ramps, is made of some
kind of composite material. Consequently, there is no steel, concrete (apart from
the foundations), or conventional glass. Carbon fiber is five times stronger than
steel in tension. However, the application of carbon fiber-reinforced composite
materials in buildings has been rare because the manufacturing process is
highly technical and very expensive. The structural use of continuous carbon
strands, woven together to form a structure that distributes its loads over its
entire surface, has not been used at the scale of a tall building. According to
Testa, this mixed-use tower would not need any vertical structural elements. It
would not have columns between floors. No central core will be provided as is
required in a conventional building. Instead, a pair of ramps on the exterior of
the building will provide for vertical circulation and further stabilize the structure
of the building against lateral loads. (See Figure 16.)

The primary structure of the building will be woven rather than assembled
from a number of components. The building’s shell consists of 24 helical bands
thousands of feet long, winding in both directions around a cylindrical volume.
These thin bands of carbon fiber, each 1ft. (0.30m) wide and 1 in. (25.4 mm)
thick, which cross from the top to the bottom of the tower, carry the vertical
load. The floors that are tied to the perimeter structure act in tension—and keep
the helix from collapsing. An advanced glass substitute, similar to transparent
foil, will be used to fill in the structure between floors. The carbon-fiber strands
will be fixed into shape by something called a “robotic pultrusion machine,”
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which Testa envisions climbing up the structure like a spider as it weaves the
strands along the outside of the tower as it is built. Three groups of elevators
are distributed throughout the floor plan, instead of being crowded together at
one location. The tower aims to reconfigure all three central elements of contem-
porary skyscraper design: structure, circulation, and heating-and-cooling systems
(Ali and Zisko-Aksamija, 2007).

Carbon fiber offers many benefits for future construction projects because it is
strong and light. Many components in the Carbon Tower can be manufactured
onsite, and the others are very light components that are easily transported. The
materials have a longer life expectancy and will require less maintenance than
many materials that are used now. A major problem of building ultra-tall is that
buildings built in steel or concrete may collapse under their own weight unless
materials are used very efficiently. A carbon nanotube can be formed by rolling
a carbon sheet the thickness of a carbon atom into a tubular shape open on the
ends. This nanotube, which is much stronger than a diamond, can be added to
strengthen another material such as steel or concrete. Nanotubes will be able to
reconstruct themselves even after their structural integrity is impaired. Although
it is still a concept, this technology has great potential and will likely revolutionize
building materials technology in the future. Nevertheless, a genuine concern per-
sists about the carbon tower is that it lacks fire proofing.

University of Technology, Sydney has initiated a nanohouse project to design
and build an innovative ultra-energy-efficient house using materials developed by
the emerging field of nanotechnology. It is conceivable that nanoskyscrapers employ-
ing heat-reflecting paints, heat-absorbing switchable windows, hydrophobic coat-
ings, polymer optical fiber lighting, embedded sensors, etc. could be built someday.

Figure 16. The proposed Carbon Tower by Los Angeles-based Testa Architecture and Design. It is a
structure made of 24 twisted strands of pultruded and braided carbon fiber.

Source: Courtesy of Testa Architecture and Design, Los Angeles
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The Height Paradox: Is Sky the Limit?

As was explained in the previous sections, there have been remarkable structural
system improvements and technological innovations, including building
materials, elevators, fire protection, energy efficiency, and damping systems. The
future primary structural skeleton for tall buildings could be speculated as an
unprecedented, newly developed system, or a variation of an existing system, or
possibly a logical vertical combination of two or more systems to build higher,
respond to multiple uses, and create varied internal environments. Also, cities
will continue to grow to accommodate the increasing population. Further, the
review of the development of tall buildings in this paper revealed that height
has been steadily increasing over the years. The question becomes, will the
height of tall buildings continue to increase? (See Figure 17.)

The height of a tall building is often dictated by economics. Research shows
that the economic height for most tall buildings ranges between 40–50 stories.
Within this range, tall buildings are most energy efficient in a residential typology
and can be built with advanced construction technology in a minimum time sche-
dule. However, the height of a tall building is also dictated by market-driven real
estate considerations; environmental and aviation factors; ego-driven prestige and
a sense of competition; as well as practical considerations such as elevators, fire
safety, energy demand, structure, etc. As early as 1930, Pistor predicted that tall
buildings could safely be built to a height of 2,000ft (610m) (Pistor, 1930). Frank

Figure 17. Height incremental changes in the development of world’s tallest buildings. Would the
height continue to increase in the 21st Century?

Source: Adopted from Council on Tall Buildings and Urban Habitat ,http://www.ctbuh.org/.
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Lloyd Wright envisioned the Mile High Illinois Tower through his visionary
design in 1956. (See Figure 18.)

Fazlur Khan suggested in the 1970s that for practical reasons the height of tall
buildings should not exceed 2,000ft (610m) (Beedle et al., 2007). Of course, this
presumptive limit of 2,000ft (610m) has already been surpassed by the Burj
Khalifa soaring to 2,717ft (828m). Its prime purpose was to announce to the
world that Dubai is an important city at the global scale. Dubai has plenty of
land and there are no pressing needs for vertical expansion, nevertheless, there
are plans to build even higher than Burj Khalifa. (See Figure 19.) Therefore, in
addition to practical considerations for height, such as economics, there are
other driving forces such as ego and a desire to attain a global status.

A common question that is often asked: What should be the maximum height
of tall buildings in the future? This question is paradoxical because there is no
clear or single answer. There is a built-in contradiction in this question between
whether we are looking for an optimum height or a maximum feasible height.
Optimum height depends upon pragmatic considerations of which the market
economy is the most important. The economic height reflecting optimality is a
dynamic value depending upon a city: its construction infrastructure, labor cost,
etc., and the time of construction. As building height increases, wind forces
control the structural design of tall buildings and the energy demand also
increases. As a result, the cost per square foot will increase.

Another consideration is that the more expensive the real estate in a city is, the
higher must be the height of a skyscraper for the owner to recover the cost of
investment and make it a profitable venture. Yet another important consideration
is the vertical transportation using elevators. The taller the building, the more ele-
vators are needed and at some height, the ground floor will be occupied by eleva-
tors. This has been overcome to a large extent by transfer elevators, sky lobbies,
etc., and other technological innovations. Also, very tall buildings eventually
will likely collapse under their own weight unless they taper off to the top in
the form of logarithmic curves. Considering the practicality of all these factors,
the 2,000ft (610m) height limit seems to be a reasonable one for the present and
foreseeable future. This may, however, change with the intervention of unpredict-
able circumstances.

The maximum possible height is an altogether different matter. Technologi-
cally, a one-mile-high (1.6km) building is possible today—although not without
the associated challenges of required high-strength materials, fire safety pro-
visions, elevator systems, and, above all, constructability. As the building gets
taller, the slenderness (height-to-width) ratio increases and the tower becomes
dynamically extra sensitive to wind so it cannot be inhabited comfortably. To over-
come this, the slenderness effect of the tower is offset by making it wide at the
base, or connecting several towers with bridges at different levels so they will
enforce and stiffen each other. Will it be possible someday to build a skyscraper
even taller than a mile-high building? Probably yes. Since 1885 when the 10-
story Home Insurance Building was built in Chicago, we have come a long way
to the 2,717ft (828m) tall Burj Khalifa in Dubai, 2010. Will building height increase
at this rate in the future? We may never know and may not contemplate this at
present but we cannot guarantee that this will not definitely happen. One thing
we know is that an inborn human instinct is to overcome obstacles through crea-
tivity and dreaming. This raises fundamental philosophical and moral questions
about the so-called cloud-piercing future visionary towers.
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Despite the many advantages of tall buildings, we need to consider the human
scale. The architectural expression of such buildings loses its meaning at great
heights as our visual abilities diminish while viewing from the ground. At great
heights, we lose contact with the ground—our natural habitat. While we can fly
in airplanes and rockets at great altitudes, is it really necessary or profitable to
live and work at super-human heights in monstrous towers that are anchored to

Figure 18. The Mile-High Tower was envisioned by Frank Lloyd Wright in 1956 to be built in Chicago.
It was meant to provide an alternative to the increasing urban sprawl by building a 528-story structure,
with a gross area of 18,460,000 square feet (1,715,000m2). Had it been built, it would have been nearly

twice as tall as the world’s current tallest building, the Burj Khalifa.
Drawing by K. Al-Kodmany
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the ground at human level? Who wants to live or work in a mile-high building
under the fear of terrorist attacks, fire, failure of electricity, etc.? The infrastructure,
particularly water supply, power, sewerage, and, above all, transportation outside
and inside the towers could pose formidable problems. Although tall building
designers and owners have the dream of achieving zero energy towers some day,
as of this writing that remains a distant goal, if not a myth. Complete research
results on density, safety, and socio-cultural perceptions for the vertical cities in
the sky are still lacking and will perhaps remain so for some decades until a large
number of such towers are built in different regions of the world (Welch et al., 2008).

The fact that technologically we can build a mile-high tower, or even taller
structures, does not justify such buildings when we consider that there are
many unanswered questions and we have dwindling resources in the world.
The cost of ultra-tall buildings increases exponentially and the buildings
demand immense wealth, which is hard to procure and justify when the vast
majority of people in the world continue to live below the poverty level. Popu-
lation is increasing at a higher rate in the developing countries that have fewer
resources to build such ultra-tall towers.

Thus, there is no unique answer to the question: What could be or should be
the maximum feasible height? Clearly, technology, innovative materials, and
energy efficiency, as well as creating natural environment and agricultural
farming inside, will be some of the determinants of the height of future tall build-
ings. However, it will be human ego rather than pragmatic considerations that
determines the height of tall buildings of the twenty-first century. Ego, however,
has and should have its own limits.

Figure 19. Nakheel Super Tall Tower was envisioned to be a residential tower that reaches a height of
over 1,000 metres (3,300ft).

Adopted from: ,http://www.structuremag.org/article.aspx?articleID=1083.
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Concluding Remarks

If the past is any indication of the future, we can predict that the size of tall build-
ings will continue to grow. They will continue to shape and reshape the skylines of
future cities. Although tall buildings are major projects that require extensive
expertise, technology, and finance, because of overpopulation, urban sprawl,
and proximity, it is likely that they will become more common in the future. It
is likely that the current trend of building high-rises in the Asian Pacific Rim
countries will continue. In China, for example, it is projected that by 2025, 350
million people will migrate from a rural to urban environment, and therefore,
Chinese cities need to house what is equivalent to the U.S. population in just 15
years. In such cases, high-rise development will be an attractive choice.

Tall buildings, in combination with other low-rise and mid-rise buildings, can
become an integral part of urban planning as they provide the opportunity for the
large-scale creation of open space and views, and simultaneously reduce the col-
lective cost of the built environment through agglomeration and clustering. Tall
buildings will contribute to a more compact, higher density that can support
rail transit systems to accommodate urban mobility. With proper planning, the
end result can be a higher quality of life than any other existing urban model.

There will be, of course, those who oppose such developments arguing that
tall buildings are unwelcome intruders that drain the financial resources of a
city. They also argue that these super-tall buildings are the product of the greed
and grandiosity of wealthy developers and power-hungry politicians. This par-
ticular debate has been going on for a long time with no end in sight. One thing
is certain: people who criticize high-rise developments have no alternative cred-
ible solution to the problems of overpopulation and overcrowding of future cities.

Cities—as we find them today—are massive concentrations of buildings that
have grown around a central small city core as their nucleus. With increases in
population, centrifugal growth set in and the cities slowly and gradually
expanded with new areas attached to the old city core and occasionally detached
from the main city unit, but eventually joining together with their own centrifugal
tendencies. They grew high-rise districts primarily in the city core to offer better
business facilities and encourage human interactions, compared to other urban
built forms. City dwellers live close to the urban core to participate in business
and communal life. This resulted in residential high-rise living that continues
today and will continue in the future. Proximity to activities and facilities is impor-
tant to most people. The attraction of the city has always been there since ancient
times and will undoubtedly continue in the future.

Since tall buildings will continue to be built, and cities will continue to grow,
planning and research should be ongoing, at different times catering to the needs of
a particular era. It is generally recognized that the problems of today are complex,
and many of the cities are in peril demanding immediate attention. Therefore, coor-
dinated, regulatory, and well-conceived urban planning and design about tall
building developments is desperately needed in many countries of the world.
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